
“The Disappearer: A disoriented, searching, destabilized tent - representation of a
home / shell, but not strong against the elements, like my thin skin. I place this
wandering body against the landscape, the fortress of this city = my locale, the
extreme pedestrian path from home to the studio, against the edges of the airport,
traversing the airplane beach below, exploring small strips of urbanized earth.

By definition, “nostalgia” is “sentimentality; regret; remembrance; homesickness. It
is thought of as “not knowing where one’s home is.” The Sonic Youth song this tent
is named after, Disappearer, is also nostalgic: ‘It’s been away too long. It’s been
away, I’m gone.’ Since my early teens, the song has provoked a mysterious
sentiment in me, buried unassumingly as it is towards the end of the Goo album. I
rediscovered this song during the height of designing the tent, driving up and down
the PCH in the evening on some sort of secret adventure. I was scouting out a site
for this tragic, emotive tent along the bluff above the beach.

The tent’s shape and skin represent the landscape that I currently live in. The front
of it, pointing up from the “tsunami line” towards civilization or the built
environment, is hard to enter. The rear of the tent, facing the ocean and in the
tsunami “danger zone” (a legal clause?) has a gauzy layer of fabric softly blowing in
the breeze towards the wilderness; toward abandon.

One night in El Segundo, in a moment of half sleep punctured with the screech of a
weak drill pushing screws through knots in the studio next door, I saw a vision of my
neighborhood; this looming, moaning blue-grey highway hydra and its supercenters,
and I imagined its massive urban municipality being soothed into the Pacific ocean
in a mess of teal atom forms. This was more than a tsunami; it was a force full of
blue, sparkling light and water that took care of the mess humans have made in one
fell swoop, with all forgiveness with not another word or thought.

The clusterfuck around the Fox Hills Mall and the intersection of the 405 and 90
freeways had got me all twisted up, somewhere between parking my bike at the bus
station; walking to buy pens at Staples; going to the bank. Finding I couldn’t get back
the same way I came, or even move at all amidst the endless streams of cars and
crosswalks. This is supposed to be my “neighborhood” because it’s the place within
a short distance of the building where I sleep and eat, but it’s really just a corporate
nightmare buried in directions on how to supposedly move through it, least likely on
foot. On these jaunts I would find myself going out of the way in a strange triangle
path that seems permanently obtuse, and in no way concise or reasonable.

I saw myself fumbling about in that landscape, thinking of the New Age idea that
“your external environment is a reflection of your internal environment.” I wondered
in a panic how I had gotten to here, to the no-man’s land that is Teale St at Mesmer,
and why that place now represents my inner landscape. I live in a non-place. I found
myself there, beneath the freeway clusterfuck, next to the Fox Hills Mall, the
Radisson, LA Clippers, the Howard Hughes Center, Sepulveda, Centinela,
Inglewood, Jefferson, Slauson, and Sawtelle, etc. A checkpoint. A crossroads. A non-
world between other non-worlds. I wondered why it was like that.



The Disappearer talks about chaos. The chaos of not finding home; the chaos of
trying to exist from day to day; the longing for wild land and the frustration at the
bits and pieces we are allowed to encounter in this city; the encroachment of its
body upon this place and that.

But through this process of representation, placement and searching, I found the
pure version of self and home - the glue that sticks it all together. I am a part of the
present, future and past at the same time. My body and my mind are searching, but
designed to both glean from, and impact, their surroundings. The manner of erecting
the Disappearer is scattered, horrible, secret, ecstatic, and confrontational all at the
same time. It seeks access to the strangest places. It asks for the time and space to
simply exist, and be free. Although the shelter is not strong and protective, its skin
takes on the marks of its landscape, and even admires them. This structure absorbs
its physical and metaphoric design from its many surroundings, and when it’s time to
move on, it’s light as a feather.


